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Russia. The move came as little surprise.
economic and business journalism
Without boots-on-the-ground journalists, the
public loses the information necessary to
participate in the political process and hold
government

what are economic sanctions, and how did
they become washington’s foreign policy
tool of choice?
As many of you know, the Portland Business
Journal spent much of the past several weeks
digging in on some of the city's most pressing
problems and highlighting efforts underway to
address them. We

news deserts: why the decline in local
journalism threatens democracy
About VTDigger VTDigger is a nationally
recognized, born-digital nonprofit news
organization. We are known for our awardwinning investigative reporting and in-depth
daily coverage of local and state

don't count portland out: join us for a
conversation about the threats and
opportunities ahead.
The New England Newspaper & Press
Association on Thursday and Friday awarded 11
journalism prizes to Worcester Business Journal,
honoring the publication for a range of coverage
including economic,

join our team: vtdigger business and
economy reporter
I also want my profession to acknowledge and
atone for its racist roots. Yet of the 20 companies
I reached out to for this piece, representing
dozens of newspapers, only a handful saw fit to
even

wbj wins 11 new england journalism awards,
honoring economic, diversity, design and
podcast work
The robust U.S. economic recovery this year is
expected to be good news for factory workers,
freight handlers and farmers. Factory workers in
China. Freight handlers in the Netherlands. And
farmers in

american journalism’s role in promoting
racist terror
While the media business in each country
operates within effects of the pandemic on the
media market. Though the economic
consequences of a tumultuous year have impeded
journalism’s facility the

with stimulus cash and jobs spike, u.s.
emerges as main engine for global economic
recovery
Amid a drop in Covid-19 infection rates in Israel,
the country's Health Ministry has cancelled the
mandatory wearing of face masks in the open-air,
starting Sunday

the journalism crisis across the world
If you regularly read this paper, spend much time
downtown or stay engaged in local gossip rings,
you no doubt have read or heard the newest
complaint from local business

covid: outdoor mask-wearing no longer
required in israel as infection drops
The financial crisis facing local papers threatens
a building block of democracy. Publishers are
looking for ways to save reporting in news

economic theory and the recent hiring
struggles
The Biden administration Thursday imposed a
substantial slate of economic sanctions on
economic-and-business-journalism
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deserts.

pruitt and sinistar on making sacrilegious ghouse
In advance of Earth Day, the Walton Family
Foundation today announced a new initiative
aimed at strengthening the field of
environmental

‘real journalism.’ inside the battle to save
local newspapers.
Steffens, who holds the Society of American
Business Editors and Writers chair at At MU, she
helped establish an introductory-level economics
course designed mainly for journalism majors.
Steffens

walton family foundation launches
environmental journalism initiative
exploring how to support field at critical
moment
In 1988, the declaration of the Hainan Special
Economic Zone made Zhong decide after its
failure, a mushroom business. The climate of
Hainan did not favour growing mushrooms and
soon Zhong

two mu professors, from journalism and
engineering, surprised with kemper awards
Summer reading and literacy programs are going
to be crucial after a year of mostly remote
schooling. You can help by making a donation
that supports both local reporting and local
recovery efforts

china’s richest man zhong shanshan tried
journalism, farmed prawns and sold turtle
pills before founding nongfu spring water
The Domain continues to attract high-skill labor
talent to the area through an employment market
rife with tech opportunities and a real estate
market close to nightlife and entertainment
amenities.

support local reporting and recovery for kids
Health care first overtook energy as the area’s
No. 1 major nonretail employer in the 2020
report and grew to 28% of the region’s
employees in the 2021 report.
health care continues to grow, energy sheds
jobs: takeaways from 2021 economic outlook
conference
Know who is definitely going to Fox News and
Fox Business? Larry Kudlow, former President
Donald Trump’s chief economic adviser
independent journalism that serves democracy.

local business leaders say the domain
continues to drive growth in north austin
market
But, as Dean Ackerman states, "journalism as a
business is a public service unique in American
economics," and with the problem exception of
radio broadcasting, no business has the
possibility of

saluting a journalism legend and other news
from america’s biggest newspapers: the
washington post, new york times and la
times
Amid a global pandemic, what does the future
hold for the M&A landscape in APAC? Will SPACs
influence exit outcomes?

economic journalism
Despite downturn in many sectors of the
economy due to COVID-19, the U.S. private space
industry is experiencing historic growth.

spacs, m&as, and asia’s talent future
CBS announced today plans to combine the
journalistic and business resources of CBS News
and the CBS Television Stations into one
divisional and leadership structure. Hearst
Newspapers, Cable Networks

employment and investment in private u.s.
space industry on the rise
I see an even better kind of technology
journalism rising in 2021. Reporting on how
technology shapes and reflects social, political,
economic, and cultural life has improved greatly
in recent years.

neeraj khemlani and wendy mcmahon
named president and co-heads of cbs news
and cbs television stations
Musicians Pruitt Poythress, aka Pruitt, and
Ricardo Bilonick, aka Sinistar, both come from
the South — Pruitt, who has lived in Denver for
eight years, hails from North Carolina, and
Sinistar comes

toward better tech journalism
discussion occasionally touched on the outsized
influence of hedge funds over local journalism,
underlining the complicated nature of political
conversations about the economics of
information. Is
how us lawmakers should approach the news
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programs that support The Nation’s journalism
and a decline of more than $23 trillion in
business productivity cumulatively over the

crisis
Diversity has always been a part of New
Hampshire. Today, our state's diversity is
deepening and it's becoming even more vital to
the health of our state's economy, our institutions
and our cities and

infrastructure could be the great economic
equalizer
Print journalism? Prepare to write and edit
stories At the University of Delaware’s Alfred
Lerner College of Business and Economics, there
are 16 majors on offer, which means incoming
Blue Hens

granite state news collaborative launches
multi-year project on race and equity
A Google-backed local journalism project aimed
at supporting newsletters —and a 16-page report
detailing the sub-sector's business models,
governance and workforce diversity.

how i teach — business
That is the question lately in the journalism
industry impacting these mission-driven news
operations that rely on strong economic
conditions for individual donations and
community grants.

google-backed journalism study points to a
local news resurgence
Last March, media owners reacted to the
economic fallout a new sustainable business
model given the domination of advertising by
Google and Facebook," Bassett said. "Journalism
as an industry

it’s ok for your journalism startup to operate
as a for-profit
THE ECONOMY From India to Argentina, untold
millions who were already struggling to get by on
the economic margins had whether it’s doing
more business remotely, grabbing the
opportunity

the media is slashing jobs again as the
trump news cycle fades and the economy
struggles
A powerful second contributor to the decline of
journalism was economics, especially greed came
along to inflict more damage on local business,
local media and local economies.

one very jumbled year: glimpses of ap's
pandemic journalism
Yet with business activity that mainstream
journalism has been made more empathetic, and
less tolerant of hypocrisy, by the Trump era. A
swath of Wall Street has become sympathetic to
Modern

don gale: there is no democracy without
journalism
“Both golden ages resulted from a unique set of
economic and political circumstances More than
likely, given the new business models, this will
mean some partiality from journalism as well.
That’s

the media rejects deficit hawkery
Let's be honest' Biden reinvents history, lies in
first prime-time address THE ECONOMY From
India to Argentina, untold millions who were
already struggling to get by on the economic
margins had

journalism doesn't need to go backwards. it
needs to get better.
Reliable news and information has never been
more important to the civic, economic existent
due to the crisis afflicting journalism’s traditional
business models, a lack of innovation

one very jumbled year: glimpses of ap's
pandemic journalism
publishing was a very lucrative and stable
business. Our understanding of how journalism is
supposed to work is based on this relatively
transitory period in the history of American
journalism.

future tense presents: local journalism,
global challenge
"We are partnering with these esteemed
institutions to create real-world opportunities for
youth that foster an interest in journalism and of
diverse socio-economic, racial and ethnic
backgrounds.

scale was the god that failed
During his career spanning more than two
decades, Anas was acclaimed for his work in
business journalism. He won several national and
international awards and honours. He also
worked for The

scripps howard foundation awards $600,000
to support diversity in journalism
You will receive occasional promotional offers for
economic-and-business-journalism
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News Desert,” The Center for Innovation and
Sustainability in Local Media, School of Media
and Journalism on Public Finance,” Journal of
Financial

abu anas, economic editor of financial
express, dies at 45
DOW -0.00% S&P 500 -0.00% NASDAQ 100
-0.00% American journalism is at its most
consequential to the National Economic Council.
How to solve 'fake news' Media companies must
lobby for tech

renewing philanthropy’s commitment to
local journalism
From India to Argentina, untold millions who
were already struggling to get by on the
economic margins had their whether it's doing
more business remotely, grabbing the
opportunity to make

to fight 'fake news,' the us media must push
for big tech to pay for journalism
This emphasis includes courses in First
Amendment, global media, media and diversity,
media economics Students graduating with a
degree in journalism also continue on to
graduate work in law,

one very jumbled year: glimpses of ap's
pandemic journalism
From India to Argentina, untold millions who
were already struggling to get by on the
economic margins had their whether it’s doing
more business remotely, grabbing the
opportunity to

bachelor's degree in journalism
From India to Argentina, untold millions who
were already struggling to get by on the
economic margins had their whether it's doing
more business remotely, grabbing the
opportunity to make

one very jumbled year: glimpses of ap's
pandemic journalism
Kota Kinabalu: The State Government is fully
committed to redefining its role in business and
to bring economic development to Sabah through
to win the Prime Minister's award for excellence
in

glimpses of the associated press's pandemic
journalism
"We can't only rely on vaccination,” said Dr.
Céline Gounder during a Joint Economic
Committee hearing Wednesday.
vaccines won’t be a silver bullet for
economic recovery, according to experts
1 See Penelope Muse Abernathy, “The Expanding
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